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The HBM Microsoft Business Apps

©2023 HBM

Optimize your work processes with

our unique Microsoft Business Apps, 

specifically designed for Office 365 

users. Automate your tasks and 

focus on your results. Rely on our

experienced development team and 

seamlessly integrate our apps into

your business.

Currently available in the

Microsoft Store: 

ToC - Table of Contents

Birthday Reminder

Site Glossary

Profile Status

Site HUB
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ToC – Table of Contents
Easily organize and structure your content

Documentation your colleagues will 

love: With this TOC Add-In/WebPart, 

you can quickly and easily create

documentation on modern pages. 

Make it easier for your colleagues to

read and understand your documen-

tation. With TOC, everyone can easily

stay organized and on track.

Secure and proven:

Over 200 companies trust the ToC App.

Always up-to-date:

Automatically generated table of

contents, similar to Wikipedia.

At a glance:

Content structured concisely and 

accessible with a click.

PREMIUM - ONE STEP AHEAD:

In the ToC Premium version, the table of contents

remains visible while scrolling.
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ToC – Table of Contents
Quick overview of your content
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Birthday Reminder
Celebrate not only successes, but also special occasions together

Avoid awkward situations: 

Never miss your colleagues' 

birthdays again and show that each

individual is important to you - with

the user-friendly Birthday App.

Optimized communication:

Increased use of the intranet enhances

communication.

Improved collaboration:

Promotes networking and a sense of

"togetherness."

Reminder functionality:

Event can be transferred to Outlook.

PREMIUM - NO ONE WILL BE FORGOTTEN: 

The Premium version displays the birthdays of all employees, 

not limited to just two birthdays.
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Birthday Reminder
For a respectful and appreciative collaboration
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Profile Status
Present your best self

Let your employees showcase their

abilities: Motivate your employees by

displaying their profile completion status, 

skills, and achievements, encouraging

them to present their accomplishments

and advance their careers.

Always up-to-date:

The progress display shows the current

status of the employee's profile.

Greater understanding & trust:

Employees are motivated to complete the

profile information required by the company.

Custom profile field selection:

Define mandatory fields.

PREMIUM - TAILORED, WITHOUT THE FRILLS:

The Premium version offers the option to track more

than four fields and create custom fields.
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Profile Status
Better understand your employees
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Site HUB
Managing all projects effectively means less stress

Boost productivity and avoid chaos: 

With the HUB App, you can organize

and filter teams, projects, and sites

according to your preferences, enabling

more productive and effective work.

Reach your goals faster:

Structure your storage (sites/teams) by

topics, departments, and projects.

Cross-platform search function: 

links to Teams and SharePoint.

Organization without detours:

Sites and teams are automatically sorted by

alphabet and last access.

PREMIUM - AS UNIQUE AS YOUR COMPANY:

The Premium version offers comprehensive administration

settings and KQL filter options, as well as the ability to search

through more than 500 sites.
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Site HUB
Keeping all projects under control
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Site Glossary
Consolidate all your master data in one place

Structure your company's storage like 

a reference book and share your

knowledge: The Site Glossary App 

allows you to share your corporate

knowledge easily and effectively, so 

everyone can benefit from it.

Alphabetical grouping:

Fully automated and effortless from A-Z.

Filtering and searching:

For discovered documents and entries. Define

your data sources and search parameters yourself.

Shed light on storage silos: 

Helps you avoid duplicate work and rediscover

long-lost information.

PREMIUM - MANY DATA REQUIRE MANY FILTERS:

The Premium version offers comprehensive administration settings

and KQL filter options, as well as the ability to search through more

than 500 pieces of content.
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Site Glossary
All content as a master directory
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Get more out of your apps: Our HBM Apps are free in the basic version

and offer you a wide range of features.

Invest in your productivity: Our Premium license fee is an investment in 

your productivity and efficiency, which pays off in the long term.

Premium License Fees

©2023 HBM

Custom solutions for your company: For companies with 1,000 

employees or more, we are happy to create a tailored offer designed to

meet the needs of your business.

Up to 250 
employees:

€50
monthly

Up to 1,000 
employees:

€250
monthly

Up to 500 
employees:

€150
monthly
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Custom App Development
We get you up and running

If you want a tailor-made app, we
are the specialists.

Transform your ideas into an app: If
you need a tailor-made app, we are
the specialists. With our "Create 
what you need" philosophy, you
can turn your ideas into a functional
app. Risk-free, easily calculable at a 
fixed price, including a runtime
guarantee.
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Marina Haynk
+49 89 64 981 441
+49 176 32047281
marina.haynk@hb-munich.com
www.hb-munich.com

HB Munich GmbH
Bavariafilmplatz 7
82031 Grünwald
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